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You  the leaders and opinion leaders of You, the leaders - and opinion leaders - of 
the Minnesota Highway Safety Community 
are attending this workshop because you are attending this workshop because you 
have a shared vision:



Leadership is the capacity to 

translate vision into reality.

W  G  B iWarren G. Bennis



How can adopting a public health How can adopting a public health 
approach assist you as you work to 
translate Minnesota’s highway 
safety vision into reality?safety vision into reality?



P bli  h lth i  “Wh t    Public health is: “What we, as a 
society, do collectively to assure y, y
the conditions in which people 

can be [safe] and healthy”can be [safe] and healthy
Institute of Medicine. (1988).The Future of Public Health.

Washington, DC: National Academy Press, p. 41.



10 Great Public Health Achievements 
hof the 20th Century

1. Vaccination 
2. Motor Vehicle Safety 
3 Safer Workplaces3. Safer Workplaces 
4. Control of Infectious 

DiseasesDiseases
5. Decline in Deaths due to 

Coronary Artery Disease 
and Stroke

www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/00056796.htm





Then: Recognizing the Epidemic

Professor Susan P Baker MPH, ScD (Hon)
Founding Director

Dr. William (Bill) Haddon, Jr.
Founding Director, 

Johns Hopkins Center for Injury Research & Policy
1926‐1985
First “Highway Safety Chief” 



Now: Recognizing the EpidemicNow: Recognizing the Epidemic

“Road Deaths A Global ‘Epidemic’  traffic “Road Deaths A Global ‘Epidemic’ … traffic 

fatalities are a global epidemic on par with 

malaria and tuberculosis, according to a new 

report issued by the Campaign for Global Road report issued by the Campaign for Global Road 

Safety” AOL Autos report May 4, 2012 y

http://autos.aol.com/article/road-deaths-a-global-epidemic-on-par-with-diseases-says-new-r/

p y ,



Here: Recognizing the EpidemicHere: Recognizing the Epidemic



Epidemics don’t have a single Epidemics don t have a single 
cause, or a single solution.

“No mass disorder afflictingNo mass disorder afflicting 
mankind was ever brought under 
control or eliminated by attempts 

at treating the individual”at treating the individual”

George W. Albee, 1983



The Epidemiologic Triangle: Disease

Host (Potential victim)Host (Potential victim)

Disease

Agent Environment



The Epidemiologic Triangle (Basic)

Host (Potential victim)

M l iMalaria

Agent Environment



The Epidemiologic Triangle + Vector

Host (Potential victim)

M l iMalaria

Agent + Vector Environment



The Epidemiologic Triangle: Injury

Host (Potential victim)Host (Potential victim)

Injury

Agent Environment



The Epidemiologic Triangle (basic)

Host (Potential victim)

Motor VehicleMotor Vehicle 
Injury

Energy

Agent Environment

gy



The Epidemiologic Triangle + vector*

Host

Motor VehicleMotor Vehicle 
Injury

Energy

Agent + Vector Environment

gy

* In the injury literature, this may also be referred to as “vehicle”



"I h h i diff"In theory there is no difference 
between theory and practice. In y p
practice there is.“  

Yogi Berra



The Problem is Seldom “Obvious”
How did this event happen?

What do we know?

What have we assumed?What have we assumed?

What must be done to “fix” it?

How can we accomplish this?
Without unintended riskWithout unintended risk
With often-limited resources 



What is the problem here? What is the problem here? 



Problem or Symptom?

I  h  hi h  f  bl  ’  Is the highway safety problem we’re 
facing, a problem ..

or a symptom of other problem(s)



Problem or Symptom?y p



Question: If public health problems are so 
l h d l t k th i htcomplex, how do we learn to ask the right 

questions?

AAnswer:
We challenge ourselves to look beyond the 
obviousobvious.



Facilitate Exchange of Inter-Personal     Facilitate Exchange of Inter-Personal     
& Inter-Professional Wisdom



h hWhat is this?



b hHow about this?



h… or this?



h f llNow we get the full picture!



d d… or did we?

Photograph: Carolyn Cumpsty-Fowler



Public health and highway safety problems occur in a 

complex environmental context.  Prevention 

programs succeed ONLY if they recognize and address 

these factors.



Before we can “treat” any “injury” problem 
we must make a more thorough diagnosiswe must make a more thorough diagnosis

Source: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Health People 2010



Goal: Identify Key (Critical) Factors

 The factor causes the problem 

 and/or

 The factor influences the recognition of the 
problem

 and/or

 The factor is predisposing, enabling and/or 
reinforcing the problem or other critical factorsg p



Risk factors often cluster!



S  Strategy 

Selection:

Carefully 

Assess the Assess the 

Chances of 

Success!



When we look beyond modifying individual W e  we loo  beyo d od y g d v dual 

behavior it becomes easier to think 

i ll  b  istrategically about prevention…



Another key concept
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Another key concept
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Prevention Effectiveness (The Baker Slope)Prevention Effectiveness

High

(The Baker Slope)

Low

Type of StrategyActive Passive
Requires frequent Requires no action
actions by person to 

be protected

Requires no action 

by person to be 

protected



Achieving Passive Prevention Requires  g q
Multiple, Layered Strategies

Education

Engineering

Enforcement

Economic incentives



Community Police
Churches

EMS

Centers

Hospitals

Police

MCOs
Health 

Department
Home Health

D t

Schools

Hospitals

Jails
Parks

Department

Doctors
Philanthropist Elected 

Officials
Transportation

En ironmental

Fire

Civic GroupsCHCs

Tribal Health

Environmental 
Health

Mental Health
Drug 

Treatment

Laboratory 
Facilities Economic Employers

Mental Healtheat e t
Development

Source: Graphic obtained from the  NYNJ Public Health Training Center presentation, “A Brief History of Public Health.”



All public health achievement requires:

 Coordinated +

 Comprehensive +

 Organized Community Effort



Adopt a Systematic Intervention Approach p y pp

 Start with the end in mind.

Aim to address several key areas; often in 
progressive stagesprogressive stages.

 Every intervention strategy must be sensitive to 
t t i ll  th  i l d liti l context – especially the social and political 

realities.

To achieve lasting change, interventions must be 
implemented with adequate resource intensity.



The “Bridges to Nowhere”, Cape Town, South Africa



The Power of 
Restraint

 A journey of a A journey of a 
thousand miles 
begins with a single g g
step
Lao-tzu
604 BC-531 BC604 BC-531 BC

New translation:
“The journey of a 

thousand miles begins 
beneath one’s feet”



A Final Look at the Public Health Approach

1. Surveillance & 
systematic data 

2. Identify risk and 
protective factors 

collection

Have we asked the right 
questions? Have we 

Identify critical factors: 
causal, predisposing, 
enabling & reinforcingq

defined the real problem?
Have we checked?

3. Develop & evaluate 
interventions

4. Implementation.           
What works and for 
whom? Who should 
deliver? What are the 
costs, risks, benefits, 

Scale up effective 
policies & programs

How do we take effective & 
i i i i l potential to sustain? promising  interventions to scale, 
& demonstrate impact?

Adapted from http://www.who.int/violenceprevention/approach/public_health/en/index.html



Larry Cohen, 1991; Cohen and Swift, 1999: www.preventioninstitute.org

Strategic Partnerships are Essential



A Strategic Change Process is Complexg g p

But it can be is transformative!But it can be is transformative!


